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Dear Mr. Roberts,

Your account holder Mark Humphrey has quoted you as saying  "I haven't seen any
information that shows these meters are harmful".

If that is true you are literally killing yourself to avoid scientific, medical and technical
information all around you.

Honestly you "Haven't seen" that electronic utility meters have no surge protectors and
cause tens of thousands of structure fires every year? Take a look at the link below where
CBS reported 5000 meter fires in one day in Stockton California, then please reply and tell
me whether or not you "have seen information that electronic meters are harmful."

https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2015/03/30/stockton-smart-meters-explode-after-truck-
causes-power-surge/

And you "Haven't seen" that electronic utility meters have switch mode power
supplies which cause transients, damage appliances and make people sick? You actually
think you can put a switch mode power supply at the head end of a structural wiring grid
and not cause harm? Roughly 20 percent of the population is electromagnetic sensitive.
That means switch mode power supplies in your meters will medically damage 20% of your
customers. But, of course, you have not exactly been out on Google searching for that kind
of information have you?

Then of course the glaringly obvious RF at, sometimes, 20,000 per Mw/m2 , pulsed,
weaponized RF at power levels designed to penetrate walls, you "Haven't seen" that could
cause harm? Below is a link to an  article with direct reference to 1500 peer reviewed
published scientific studies SHOWING HARM from the same frequencies your "harmless"
meters emit 24/7 as they verify network all day even when they are not transmitting data.

https://www.emfhelpcenter.com/downloaddocs/EMFScientificStudies.pdf

If you truly "Haven't seen" any such information then you are not competent to work for
any utility company. I recommend you not declare your ignorance in that way if you expect
anyone to take you seriously.

You need to offer an option of electromechanical meters and you need to do that today.
Thousands of people who contact our offices have sent of Notices of Liability to CEO's of
utility companies including PSE. That means that when there is a house fire or an EMF injury
or illness, Everyone at PSE who fails to offer safe and lawful electromechanical metering is
personally liable for tens of millions in claims and lawsuits. That includes you because your
CEO is on notice and you are on notice by this email. Failure to mitigate the hazard after
being noticed is Gross Negligence, and that means, in any legal action, you lose all the
marbles. There is no such thing as someone in Gross Negligence winning a lawsuit.

We have your name on a list for naming in legal actions whenever PSE electronic utility
metering causes any harm. By your own admission, you are negligent if not knowingly
complicit. You and PSE have no consideration whatsoever for the interests or safety of your
customers, and for that reason, your customers will show no mercy in their future actions
against you.

Sincerely,
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